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Guidelines for reporting – deliverables
According to the official Project Description, there are three dissemination levels for MATES deliverables:
1. Public
2. Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviews)
3. Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and
project reviewers)
To ensure suitability for public readership it is recommended that terminology commonly associated with ECfunded projects is omitted. Examples include (but not limited to):
• “Work Packages”, “Deliverables”, “Tasks” etc.
• Task numbers and deliverable numbers should also be omitted
Tips for writing for the public:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use short sentences and paragraphs; Can you break any sentences into two? Can you delete any
unnecessary words or phrases?
Use simple words and void jargon
Spell out acronyms
Avoid technical terms or else explain them
Be consistent with any terms used
Use active not passive verbs where possible
Use bullet points to breakdown complex lists
Write with the reader in mind; What do they already know? What do you need to tell them?

Tips for using the report template:
•

•

•

The MATES logo and EU disclaimer is provided on the front cover and inside cover of the report
template (see Annex I). There is no need to insert the MATES logo or EU disclaimer on any other pages
in the report.
Select new photos for the front cover and the back cover. Both shipbuilding and renewable energy
sectors should be present on the front cover. If possible, choose images related to the content of the
deliverable.
Clearly differentiate between shipbuilding and offshore renewable energy sections and be consistent
with the relevance and type of information for each sector. Offshore renewable energy
section(s)/information will be placed after the shipbuilding section(s)/information in all deliverables.
Use the corresponding logo at the upper corner of the page –
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•

Section the report to make information easily accessible.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cover
Inside cover (with a brief description of the document/deliverable) – see
table below
Contents page
List of figures and tables
Glossary
Acronyms page
Executive summary
Introduction
Methodology (see details and examples below in the Methodology section)
Results
Conclusions / Recommendations
List of participants / institutions
References (see details in the References section)

Document information to be included in the inside cover (see Annex II for more detail)
Short description

Please use the description available in the project proposal.
If you alter the text, inform the project coordinators.

Next Steps

Enter details about the next steps you plan on taking with
this report. For example, indicate if this report will feed into
another stage of the project or another deliverable.

Work Package

Indicate number and title

Task
Deliverable
Dissemination level
MATES website link

Indicate number and title
Indicate number and title
Information from the proposal
https://www.projectmates.eu/results/deliverables/
Surname Initial. (Organisation name) Surname Initial.
(Organisation name)
Surname Initial. (Organisation name), Surname Initial.
(Organisation name)
Front cover (left):…, front cover (right):…, back cover: …
Final version

Lead authors
Contributors
Photo credits
Submission date

This description box should be placed typically on the second page. Details on citing the publication and
copyright use should also be included. See Annex I for examples.

PROTOCOL – Producing Public Reports
A template is provided in Annex I. This template should be used in all publicly available reports.
The template is available through the project intranet.
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Methodology section in public reports
•

Provide a clear description of the methodology (in a specific section) with an explanation of the steps
involved to obtain the data and information e.g. description of experts’ participation, repository of
relevant information, workshops, selection of representative European countries for shipbuilding and
offshore renewable energy sectors.

•

The methodology should clearly demonstrate that it will yield robust results (e.g. select paradigms of
change, propose lines of action etc.).

•

Avoid the use of “should”, “needs to”, “will facilitate” in this section.

•

Include references to previous MATES deliverables (e.g. workshops reports) and the link between
them.

References cited in the deliverables
•

Credit information coming from other sources (text, graphs, figures etc.) by indicating the author and
the year, and the reference at the end of the document. Credit all images used by either placing the
credit on the image, near to the image, or if placing the credit elsewhere in the report clearly indicate
which image is being credited (see the template in Annex I for an example of how images on the front
and back cover can be credited).

•

When there is a remarkable reference, add the complete citation as a footnote at the end of the page.

•

Use a standardised format throughout the document for citations and references e.g. Harvard citation
system: https://www.mendeley.com/guides/harvard-citation-guide

•

Ensure that you have the right to use any intellectual property. See point 14.3 of the Partnership
agreement and point II8.2 of the Grant Agreement: “All partners shall ensure that they have all the
necessary rights to use any pre-existing industrial and intellectual property during the implementation
of the Action”.

Use of public results
All MATES deliverables categorised as being public in the project application, must be made available to the
public in digital format and made freely accessible through the internet under open licenses (details in Grant
Agreement Articles I.7 and II.8). For this purpose, all public deliverables will be made available at least through
the MATES website. An example license is provided in the template in Annex I.

Visibility of EU funding
All MATES results must display the EU emblem and include the following text.

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only
of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Versions of this are available for download from the intranet.
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The images on the front and back
cover can be changed
To keep the format, please click the
image and select ‘Change image’
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When updating the content list you
will need to change the text back to
white
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To insert a new page, select ‘Insert’
on the menu bar and select ‘Blank
page’
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This space can be used for an image
if required e.g. photo or an updated
word cloud
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If you inserted an
image on the front
cover you can insert
the same image here
and line up
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